
  Embracing the Truth of Your Divinity   

              Your Rainbow of Potentials Awaits… 

       

By Jackie Self 

Did you know… 

Did you know that You have unlimited potentials that are always available to you? 
Specific and certain potentials are accessable to us according to our Spiritual 
Maturity and Mastery.  It will be beneficial to read the following article I wrote in 
this magazine regarding the activation of New Potentials: 

Integrating Divine Senses to Activate New Potentials:  January 2019 

Greater potentials are more readily available as we release old beliefs, master our 
thoughts and emotions, and  learn to be non-reactive to outside influences.  Our 
potentials may be seen as a rainbow of colors.  You may know these colors as 
Rays or attributes of a soul’s journey or experiences.  Mastering the qualities and 
resonating with the highest frequency of these Rays will open doorways of 
potentials for you.     

I have previously written about these Rays.  You may want to read the following 
article in this magazine for more information regarding the Twelve Rays of Light:   

Being the New You:  June 2019 

 

 



I would like to take you on a journey through the twelve rays of Light.  This is a 
wonderful way to connect with your Soul for Spiritual Growth and Evolution.  

We will use the following picture of the 12 Ray Field to connect to the Cosmic 
Field at ONE-TLC  that was initiated during  Ceremony in July of 2017.  

Please find a quiet space and time in which you will not be disturbed. 

 

 

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions for this journey: 

The steps below will guide you into the direction and process.      
Spend as much as you desire on each Ray before moving forward. 

 

You may use your index finger or third eye focus to experience the energy as you 
walk your journey through the 12 Rays which are depticted by the circles of color.            
The Diamond Center represents Your Inner Light which will expand within you as 

you particpate in this journey. 

You will begin on the Red Ray… then Blue… Yellow… Green… Orange… Indigo… 
Violet/Purple… Sea Foam Green… Blue Green… Pearlescent… Peach… Gold. 

You may want to copy the above picture for ease in following the written 
meditation or the audio version which is available on the initial page. 

 



Let’s prepare… 

Now… Take a few deep relaxing breaths… and… 

Collectively Invite the Masters of each Ray to join you… 

Voice any intentions silently or verbally… 
 

Focus on your heart… connect with your Soul… and ALLOW your heart and mind 

to become open and ready to receive the gift of higher frequencies and insights.   

You may begin to feel your vibration increasing. If you choose… now ask the 

Masters to turn the frequencies as high as possible for any or all of these Rays.  

Let’s begin… 

Allow the frequency of Red to permeate your soul… on this First Ray, governed by 

Master El Morya, you will feel the strength and fearlessness of the Red frequency.  

You NOW feel encouraged to hold steadfast to the ideas and desires in Your 

heart… You NOW know that you can ‘face any fears and walk quickly through 

them as they arise. 

NOW… taking the next step… experience the frequency of Blue… the Second Ray  

governed by Master Joshua.  An immediate sense of Unity and Unconditional Love 

may fill Your heart… synergizing your desires and intentions with the ALL… as you 

radiate Compassion for every living thing.  Rest here for a moment absorbing 

these vibrations of inner Peace. 

Moving forward… absorb the frequency of Yellow… the Third Ray governed by 

Master Serapis Bey… embrace its frequency… allowing it to illuminate your mind… 

dissolving any confusion and doubt… bringing new Clarity.  You Now know that 

you will make decisions easily and effortlessly. 

Let’s NOW move into the frequency of Green… the Fourth Ray governed by 

Master Paul the Venetian.  Allow this healing frequency to permeate your Being… 

knowing that any energetic imbalances will neutralize in this unified feeling of 

Harmony.  NOW allow your imagination to play in Delight as your visions and 

dreams  come to Life… and dance… with renewed passion and purpose. 

Now dance… into the frequency of Orange… the Fifth Ray governed by Master 

Hilarion. Know that as you open your mind to greater awareness… you will 

receive inspiration that raises your perspective and takes you to new levels… 

beyond what you NOW know. This is the Ray in which True Soul Integration 

begins.  Spend several minutes to bask in this vibrant Orange Ray of Light.  



Feeling inspired and more alive than ever… move to the frequency of Indigo… the 

Sixth Ray governed by Master Lanto.  Embrace this deep frequency of Faith and 

Devotion… in which your personality and mind can now fully accept your Soul.  

Your understanding of Devotion is elevated and you have a greater sense of 

Oneness with the Earth, Cosmos, and God/Creator/Source Energy. 

With Trust in your heart… now glide into the frequency of Violet… the Seventh 

Ray governed by Lady Portia. You may feel an immediate acceleration in 

Awareness… which energizes you… as negativity, false beliefs, and controlling 

influences are now being eliminated… providing the opportunity for 

Transformation to take place. 

Maintaining a high level of energy… you are beckoned forward… to encounter the 

frequency of Sea-Foam… the Eighth Ray governed by Lady Nada.  As you 

graciously flow with this cleansing ray of Purity and High vibrations…  you can 

eliminate any remaining fear, pain or suffering… making room for the Divine 

within you to be revealed.  Assistance from the Pleadians is now available to 

enhance your cleansing process.   

Feeling cleansed and purified... you Joyously move into the frequency of Blue-

Green… the Ninth Ray governed by Lady Mary.  You may feel the presence of the 

Angelic Kingdom and remember your I AM Presence… Realizing… Uncovering the 

Aspect of God/Creator/Source Energy within you.  The Sirians wish to assist you 

NOW…  you may feel your soul expanding. 

With this new soul expansion you will find yourself attuned to the frequency of 

Pearlescence… the Tenth Ray governed by Lord and Lady Andromeda… you are 

offered the energy of Acceptance… this energy allows you to fuse your energies… 

finding balance between your masculine and feminine energies… creating a 

connection between your mind and the manifestation of your soul.  Any previous 

studies with Masters Lady Nada and Lady Mary will have readied you for this 

experience of anchoring your soul within your current existence. 

Feeling balanced and whole… you float into the frequency of Peach… the Eleventh 

Ray governed by Lady Quan Yin.  Embrace and cherish the Tranquility and Peace 

that’s filling your soul… new doors are opening  and  new Wisdom from the 

planetary and the solar level becomes available. 

Tranquility and Peace are Now transforming into Bliss… which radiates from You 

as you are embarking on this last Ray of your journey… the frequency of Gold… 



the Twelfth Ray which is governed by Lady Pallas Athena. Here you are reminded 

that the Christ Consciousness energy runs through your body’s energy system and 

surrounds you constantly.  You feel more serene than ever before… as your soul is 

filled with the frequency of shimmering gold allowing you to... complete your soul 

merge.   

Take a few minutes now… to fully explore and embrace your journey while 

integrating it fully into your Being.   

Your new relationship with the 12 rays will enhance your soul growth and 

expansion... leading to a greater awareness of your Divine Origins and Purpose. 

Thank you for taking this Journey with me… 

Love & Namaste on Your Path of Self Discovery… 

Jackie 

                                            

ONE-TLC provides Self- Discovery & Self-Mastery opportunities 

to those on the path of Enlightenment and Ascension. 

ONE-TLC also provides Training for those who desire to assist 

others. 

                  For more information and a listing of current practitioners: 

                 See  Certifications @ www.thecarmineconnection.com 
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